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Executive Summary
Asset-intensive industries such as mining, oil & gas, electrical generation and distribution utilities, telecommunications 

and railways have unique accounting requirements that are best managed using software tools that automate the 

process and standardize the outcome. When business users, the accounting department and tax department operate 

in silos, the company’s asset information is not financially optimized and the data is not readily available when needed. 

Manual intervention is required, which introduces compliance and audit risks.

Canadian business and tax accounting are cumbersome yet vital responsibilities. Non-regulated companies face 

pressures pertaining to interpreting and applying standard accounting principles and tax regulations. Regulated 

companies, like TransCanada, AltaGas and Nova Scotia Power, must maintain strict compliance with unique financial 

management and reporting requirements as they strive to minimize their income and property tax liabilities.

Integrating and automating the processes generates profound efficiencies, enables optimization in book, income tax 

and property tax accounting and provides a comprehensive, up-to-date knowledge and data repository for financial 

and tax accounting. Consolidating on a robust, established, configurable solution for financial and tax accounting 

provides numerous benefits:

 • Increased tax savings

 • Reduced audit time

 • Improved risk mitigation

 • Increased operational and labor efficiencies

 • Lower cost of ownership compared to non-integrated solutions

Canadian businesses are able to meet their capital and tax fixed assets challenges and prepare for the impact of 

inevitable changes with process automation. This paper summarizes the market’s unique accounting requirements, its 

constituents, financial and tax considerations, best practices, and proven approaches to automating business and tax 

accounting. 
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Market Drivers
To achieve complete, cradle-to-grave management of assets and asset-related costs, Canadian businesses are driven 

to process efficiency, data accuracy and the demonstration of operational risk management. For Canadian asset-

intensive companies, rules are applied regarding how to collect costs for everything from budgeting and prioritizing 

capital projects to asset installation, operation and retirement. Businesses must be cognizant of requirements from 

various entities, such as:

 • Canada Revenue Agency

 • Canadian Accounting Standards Board

 • International Accounting Standards Board

 • Public Sector Accounting Board

 • Stock exchanges

 • Environment Canada

 • National Energy Board

 • Provincial regulatory authorities

Canadian accounting is unique, nuanced and intricate, with rules and regulations that continue to evolve, requiring 

agility on the part of accounting and tax organizations. For example, Canada has specific tax and regulatory treatments 

that differ from the United States and those of EMEA, including the format and content of reporting requirements, 

capital cost allowance (CCA) tax considerations, tax value points, and tax rules. As of this report, the International 

Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) have not been fully implemented as a replacement for Canada’s Generally 

Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP). Regulated utilities are considering whether to take a deferral on IFRS 

implementation.
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While reporting and taxation are largely centralized in Canada, regulations and 

functional requirements vary by asset class and sector. For instance, linear 

assets such as pipelines and electrical systems have different accounting 

standards than production, facilities, fleet, and IT assets. The mining industry 

has exploration, site preparation and production activities, with specific tax and 

financial reporting required for each stage. Another example is municipalities, 

which have unique Public Sector Accounting Board (PSAB) 3150 financial 

accounting and reporting guidelines to follow pertaining to the tracking of 

tangible capital assets.

Variances in property tax treatment must also be understood as it pertains to in-

service of major equipment, retirement of assets, exclusions from capital value, 

efficiency gains and other key scenarios. Linear assets such as pipelines, utility distribution and transmission lines, and 

railways have a different tax calculation basis than other property such as land and buildings. 

In addition, capital spending must be properly accounted for on the financial statements. Without proper transparency 

and justification of how revenue is spent, a utility’s credit rating could be placed at risk.

Canadian businesses need a software solution that supports the requirements of the market – not spreadsheets or 

heavily customized software. They need a tool that is automated, scalable to the market, delivers accounting and tax 

data in the formats needed by the various constituents, and is configurable to handle unique needs. 
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Constituent Accommodation
Accounting and taxation rules are detailed, and the tracking and reporting are complex. Financial and tax accounting 

records need to be presented in formats that are tailored to a wide range of constituents: shareholders, auditors, 

industry regulators, environmental agencies, tax authorities, unions and employees of the organization. The ideal 

software solution will accommodate each constituent seamlessly.

 •  Investors and auditors: External financial statements are carefully monitored by the stock exchange, 

shareholders and investors of public companies to determine the financial health and outlook of the business. 

For privately held organizations, the financial statements provide a narrower, more specialized scope of 

information, but they are similarly essential to decision making. Internal and external auditors use financial 

statements to assess the control environment and ensure compliance with the controls.

 •  Industry regulators: Canadian businesses are overseen by various industry regulators, each of which has rules 

pertaining to financial reporting. For instance, the National Energy Board (NEB) regulates international and 

interprovincial energy providers under federal jurisdiction, including their construction, operation, tolls, tariffs, 

imports and exports. Provincial public utility commissions supervise energy rates and service within the local 

province. The Canadian Radiotelevision and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) monitors broadcasting 

and telecommunications services and tracks the cost of service, capital expenditures, specific program funding 

and rate cases.

 •  Environmental agencies: Businesses must also answer to environmental authorities. Environment Canada 

coordinates the Canadian government’s environmental policies and programs. NEB has environmental 

assessment and protection responsibilities for energy projects in its jurisdiction. Provincial and territorial 

environmental regulatory agencies monitor local organizations. Fisheries and Oceans Canada tracks activities in 

the country’s waterways and aquatic resources.

 •  Tax organizations: Canadian taxation is largely centralized although certain cities and provinces do limited 

taxation of their own. The Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) administers tax laws for the Government of Canada 

and for most provinces and territories, particularly the federal income tax and goods and services tax. Although 

provinces and territories legislate their own corporate income tax provisions, the CRA administers them, except 

for Quebec and Alberta. Some businesses are also subject to provincial sales- and use-tax authorities and to 

provincial or municipal property tax authorities.

 •  Employees and unions: As businesses strive to do more with less, the employees and their unions are 

becoming increasingly attentive to the financial reports. Certain industries, particularly utilities, have a large 

union presence. They are focused on ensuring fair wages and benefits for the workers as well as financial and 

operational transparency from the business. 
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Financial Concerns
Financial accounting is under increased scrutiny from both an operational and 

regulatory perspective from Canada’s tax, environment and accounting boards. 

Companies must meet financial and internal control disclosure requirements, 

provide adequate transparency of risks and mitigation efforts related to 

environmental exposures, provide the basis for rates charged and assess the 

profitability and efficiency of various operational activities. Some of the major 

challenges for accounting organizations include:

 • Economic and regulatory forces

 • Industry-specific demands

 • Financial recordkeeping

 • Transparency

 • Chart of accounts structure

Macroeconomic forces are driving greater attention to financial risk management, efficiency and earnings per 

share. And, as regulatory requirements become more in-depth and complex, organizations must work harder to 

ensure compliance. Regulated industries such as utilities are particularly prone to dynamically changing and growing 

compliance requirements.

Each industry has its own set of issues, requirements, restrictions, lobbyists, and observers. In some instances, 

segments within an industry have multiple stakeholders. For example, utilities that run water have to be cognizant of 

fish habitat and mortality and stream flows to accommodate recreational users; utilities that burn natural gas need to 

monitor their equipment and purchase carbon offsets; traditional coal-fired power plants are undergoing a mandated, 

gradual phase-out in Canada; and electric utilities have unique challenges pertaining to power generation, transmission 

and distribution, including the siting of such facilities, especially as they cross private property.

Financial records provide evidence for businesses that their risk is managed adequately and their money is spent 

efficiently. When excessive time is spent entering data and preparing reports, it takes away from time that could be 

better spent on operations and risk management.

Regulated and non-regulated entities are required by their stakeholders to maintain adequate transparency. For 

regulated industries, financial records are also used to defend rates with cases as well as to defend against those who 

might intervene, e.g. through freedom-of-information requests. The ability to provide data at a suitable level of detail is 

key to meeting the requirements of these stakeholders.
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Another consideration is the chart of accounts structure. Regulated electrical utilities in Canada conform to a Uniform 

System of Accounts, which is very similar to the U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s Uniform System of 

Accounts. However, provincial electricity regulatory bodies designate the chart of accounts structure for utilities to 

reflect local concerns, because the provinces have jurisdiction over electricity. Software that accommodates these 

nuances eases the burden on tax accounting personnel.

The burden of managing data and reporting in ever increasing detail is alleviated by tools that simplify the process. 

Tracking business activities and costs, segmenting out the costs, linking risks, and managing against indicators are 

made easier by software that automates financial data collection and reporting.

Tax Considerations
Automation and simplification are high priorities in the tax department as well. Business tax optimization in Canada 

provides bottom-line benefits by minimizing taxes and exposure while ensuring tax compliance. Risk reduction is 

furthered with proper governance and transparency of data, and the ability to assess and defend amounts presented 

in compliance returns. Some of the major challenges for tax organizations include:

 • Changing tax laws

 • Detailed knowledge requirements

 • Manual processes

 • Industry-specific rules

 • Transparency

Layered and evolving tax laws and mounting information demands are making this responsibility increasingly 

burdensome, and new changes are just around the corner. For instance, the adoption of IAS 12 has resulted in 

numerous changes in the recognition, presentation and valuation of tax-related amounts in the financial statements. 

For regulated entities, how to deal with the changes in financial statement items and their valuation in the context of 

rate setting is still being addressed with regulators. In particular, changes in amounts and types of tax-related costs 

recognized under IFRS require regulators to ensure the changes are adequately recovered in rates. Businesses need 

to prepare for this tax change and other eventualities.
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“ERP systems lack the concept of selfconstructed assets. And in our business, 

we really do construct all of our assets. Then we maintain them for a long period 

of time, 50 years for some, but it’s not unusual to maintain some of our assets for 

over 100 years. We needed a system to actually track activity around those assets 

from cradle to grave.”
~Business Specialist, Oil & Gas

Tax compliance and accounting in Canada requires sophisticated knowledge of diverse tax incentives, including 

tax credits, accelerated depreciation, upfront investment tax credits and accelerated write-offs. Awareness of the 

country’s unique tax depreciation calculations is also a necessity because of potential tax consequences associated 

with the timing of acquiring and retiring capital assets. For example, it requires an understanding of pooled 

depreciation and the half-year rule and the application of terminal loss and recapture on a pooled basis rather than 

by individual assets. With pooled asset classes, only half the cost of an asset can be depreciated in the first year, 

regardless of when it is purchased. Retirements don’t clear the capital cost pool; rather, the net proceeds are 

subtracted from the pool balance. Therefore, not much can be done about timing unless it is the cusp of year-end, at 

which point a decision can be made whether to purchase the asset or defer its purchase.

Manual spreadsheets and out-of-system solutions are often used in tax accounting, e.g., the facts and circumstances 

tests used for asset repairs and maintenance (R&M) and assessing the impact on the asset’s value. As a result, 

favorable tax treatments may be missed, audit risks are increased and disclosures and controls around the recording 

of tax amounts may have material errors. Tools are available to automate the processes. For R&M, the tools 

capture the data upfront and track the basis difference automatically, providing greater efficiency, better data, easier 

reconciliation and compliance, consistent application of rules to the company’s transactions and ready access to 

information when audited.

Specific rules apply to industries such as mining and oil & gas extraction. For instance, in Canada, there are incentive 

pools for mining and resource extraction, which allow companies to take accelerated writeoffs for extra resource 

pools. Tools that automatically calculate accelerated depreciation rules and other industry-specific accommodations 

make financial and tax reporting easier, and support potential audits of these deductions. 
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Because there are differences in how Canadian tax authorities and 

utility regulators want asset-related tax data reported, maintaining and 

providing transparency into historical rates and regulatory data online 

make reporting for these constituencies easier, and the process of 

building rate cases and monitoring results against approved rate cases 

more efficient.

Tools that automate and simplify data capture, management and 

reporting alleviate tax accounting challenges and allow the tax 

organization to more efficiently manage the company’s property tax 

liabilities. 

Automated Approach to Capital Accounting
The accounting department is concerned with budgets, fixed asset accounting, closings, retirements, cost 

management and forecasting. An integrated, automated management, accounting and tax system enhances the ability 

to effectively track, manage, and report financial activity. Some of the functional benefits include:

 •  Asset classification: Automating asset classification allows for greater granularity in asset and equipment 

categories and componentization, including plant sub-accounts and equipment types. Costs are segregated for 

real, personal and intangible property; tax depreciation life assignments are rules-based; and record keeping is 

consistent.

 •  Asset ledger: A comprehensive property ledger supports all location and asset types with a complete audit 

trail for all property, plant, and equipment transactions. It provides cost breakdowns and summarizations at each 

level of detail; links directly into the book depreciation ledger; creates all necessary tax and ledger entries; and 

maintains multiple sets of books for each asset. When integrated with a work order system, work order closures 

generate unitized and non-unitized entries. Specific and mass assets are supported with a full transaction audit 

trail. Journal entries, the depreciation ledger and tax transactions are updated. Activity history is maintained for 

life analysis and roll-forward analysis.

 •  Cost-basis differences: Within a project, certain costs have different treatment between book, income tax and 

property tax. Capturing the cost-basis differences requires understanding of capitalized interest and overheads, 

including qualification and rates differences; capitalized depreciation, sales- and use-taxes, embedded software, 

permitting, royalties, lease bonuses, etc; and the ripple effect of capitalization changes. Automated systems will 

record the detailed classification at the source transaction to drive the tax basis classification, and will mechanize 
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tax memo transactions to projects for capitalization differences, reducing compliance effort and identifying 

detailed, supportable deductions. In addition, the system will track historical cost adjustments and impairments 

as well as special tax situations, e.g., replacement property and pro-rated deductions for short tax years.

 •  Automated retirement: Financial benefits are associated with automating asset retirement processing. It 

reduces labor costs and impact on field workers by replacing manual spreadsheets with automated financial 

and asset entries, and supports multiple retirement methods including the use of FIFO and mortality curves, 

which can properly increase retirements and the cost of removal. In addition, with automated asset retirement 

obligations (ARO) functionality, the entire asset lifecycle is tracked, from initial recognition to closure, according 

to accounting standards and regulatory requirements.

 •  Book depreciation: Software with depreciation processing and reserve maintenance functionality automatically 

calculates book depreciation using various methodologies, while maintaining balances for accepted standards 

and regulatory jurisdictions. It supports individual asset and group asset depreciation and segregates 

depreciation by locations, vintages or other breakdowns. In addition, it creates all necessary accounting entries 

for the general ledger, and for reserve adequacy analysis.

 •  Automated forecasting: The ideal depreciation forecasting tool inherits actual methods, rates and balances, 

while also incorporating key budgeting information such as asset additions, salvage and cost of removal. 

Forecasts are made over any number of periods, for different types of books, and can include system-

generated retirements and estimated changes to depreciation methodology. Maintaining multiple versions of 

forecasts enables scenario analysis, thereby strengthening depreciation analysis.

 •  Field activities: Integration with enterprise asset management (EAM) systems automates the capture of field 

activities, such as in-service dates, retirements, transfers and dismantlement. It enables timely reporting of 

in-service dates with separate tax in-service dates, and avoids the occurrence of “ghost” assets and under-

retirement of assets. Field activity integration eliminates manual processes, eases reconciliation and audit risks, 

and increases the opportunity to reduce taxes.
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 •  Tax-specific processes: Capital versus maintenance costs can vary 

between book, income tax and property tax. Specific guidance is needed 

for subjects such as incentive CCA depreciation and tax incentives for 

assets such as environmental and pollution control equipment. Automation 

and integration with work and project management systems simplifies the 

tax accounting processes. It allows the ability to change determination up 

to the tax return filing in separate tax systems. It supports mechanized 

tests, revealing greater tax insight than manual analysis, and the ability 

to build work flows around data capture requirements associated with 

research and development, paving, permits, etc.

 •  Integrated budgeting: Capital budgeting addresses the entire lifecycle of project cost management, while 

operations and maintenance (O&M) budgeting addresses resource and operating budgets for each department, 

including total labor. With a central, integrated source for both capital and O&M budgeting, a virtually 

unlimited combination of projects and departments can be consolidated within multiple versions of a budget or 

forecast for simplified variance reporting over time. A software tool that calculates industry-specific costs, like 

allowance for funds used during construction (AFUDC), overheads and capitalized interest, and feeds results 

easily downstream for book and tax depreciation forecasts, further increases operational efficiency. Fiscal 

year budgets and multi-year budgets are easily created from the same data, allowing for timely and efficient 

budgeting cycles.

 •  Project management: Effective project budgeting, management and forecasting requires a project structure 

and lifecycle that is flexible enough to support the various operations, planning and control objectives 

common to asset-intensive companies. Clarity into the relationship between budgets, actuals, commitments, 

forecasts, authorizations and schedules, and the ability to seamlessly incorporate changes to project budgets 

and timelines, is required. Software that offers dashboards, drill downs, alerts, and out-of-the-box reports 

and analytics simplifies project evaluation and metric tracking. Project prioritization and estimation tools and 

automatic workflows for ap approvals ensure a holistic approach to the project lifecycle.
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Automated Approach to Tax Accounting
The tax department is concerned with compliance, optimization, minimization, filings, strategic planning and reducing 

audit risk with accurate and defensible determinations. A single solution is needed to accommodate Canada’s various 

federal, provincial, territorial and municipal property tax requirements. Recommended capabilities include:

 •  Automated tax cycle: Businesses will achieve greater productivity and reduced risk when the entire property 

tax cycle is automated – from preparing returns and tracking assessments to paying bills and calculating 

accruals. Efficiency gains can be achieved with software that automates filings, checks assessments prior 

to release for payment, and manages assessments against specific asset classes or properties. Advanced 

solutions provide for the tracking, analysis, reconciliation, reporting, and filing of returns and other property 

tax information. They track local or centralized assessments for both real and personal property, and include a 

complete bill management system, allowing for automation of check requests. They also prepare and book all 

accruals and related journal entries.

“ The challenge for capital-intensive companies is the amount of money that 

they have invested in their assets. We really needed a robust system that could 

handle that level of activity, get us in compliance with group depreciation and 

provide us with the level of detail we required.”
~Vice President, Transportation

 •  Tax planning and forecasting: Software tools facilitate tax impact studies and longer term analysis. They 

can segregate assets for business segment analysis, and allow forecasting of all tax depreciation, gain/loss 

and deferred taxes. Forecasts can span any number of user-defined years, and each forecast documents the 

tax base (e.g., inheriting ending balances, conventions and rates) and key assumptions (e.g., additions and 

retirements). Multiple versions of forecasts can be saved for comparison purposes.

 •  Provisioning: Automated provision processing expedites the closing cycle by providing the monthly accrual 

entries for current and deferred taxes as well as liability computations for all taxing jurisdictions. The software 

determines the monthly tax liability across multiple companies, consolidated business segments, and tax 

jurisdictions. It calculates and books current and deferred tax at the business unit, line of business, and taxing 

authority level. It includes deferred taxes associated with other comprehensive income (OCI), net operating 

losses (NOL), and credit carry-forwards. The software also handles apportionments, calculates effective tax 

rates by lines of business, business units and consolidation levels, and creates all monthly general ledger 

entries.
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 •  Tax depreciation: Accurate componentization ensures that assets 

with higher tax depreciation rates are identified to receive the maximum 

deductions available, and current period costs such as removal costs and 

repairs are properly excluded from capital cost calculations. Automated 

solutions use multiple methods, conventions and rates, including first year, 

disposition year, gain and salvage requirements, and bonus depreciation. 

Older vintages using class life, facts and circumstances, ADR rules, or 

the remaining life plan are also supported. The software will ideally handle 

any combination of business segments and their associated deferred tax 

requirements.

 •  Tax optimization of CCA: Taxes are optimized when excess CCA is not claimed so that annual losses 

potentially fall off the table. In general, a taxpayer may deduct any amount up to the maximum available for the 

year, taking into consideration any restrictions in the regulations. CCA that is available but not claimed in a year 

is not carried forward to the next year. However, any available CCA not claimed in a year remains as part of the 

UCC balance for CCA claims in future years (IT 285R2). Advanced software allows variable CCA claims for the 

year and maintains reconciliation of available versus claimed CCA.

 •  Asset retirement: Asset retirements allow the value to be removed for tax calculations. In general terms, 

undepreciated capital cost (UCC) is defined as the total capital cost of all the property in the class (whether 

or not still owned), less the total CCA previously claimed for all years and the net proceeds (or capital cost if 

less) from dispositions before that time of property that was included in the class. End of life replacements 

with no proceeds do not result in additional depreciation in the current period for federal tax calculations. 

Software enables the tracking of disposition events for the relevant amount to deduct from the pool, and proper 

classification of amounts over the original capital cost as capital gains in the period of disposition. Early failures, 

even where deemed values are used based on the type of asset and vintage, are particularly important to 

recognize as they would otherwise result in a higher value of basis for the property tax. Justified obsolescence 

claims can result in large tax savings for property tax assessments.

 •  Tax repairs: Facts and circumstances are used to determine whether to make repair expenditures. Tax 

repairs are units of work/property that can be expensed for tax but must be capitalized for book (with the 

corresponding book retirement not recognized for tax). Dollar limits applied for book capitalization do not meet 

repair criteria if the asset would otherwise be included in a CCA class. Such amounts, e.g., small tools and 

inexpensive computer software, are required to be added to the CCA schedule and should be included in the 

Fixed Asset Reconciliation. Two key processes can be automated with software: 1) identify which work orders/
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property units qualify for repair status, and 2) process the book and tax impacts of the repairs. Companies with 

dollar-based capitalization thresholds will require multiple logic checks to ensure that small-level assets are 

appropriately included in capital for tax, and are included in the Reconciliation of Fixed Assets – Book to Tax.

 •  Current-period expenses: Appropriate deduction of current-period expenses results in lower current tax 

liability. Deductible items that are capitalized for book purposes include landscaping, site investigation costs and 

utility connections. Companies need software that identifies these costs and ensures that they are appropriately 

expensed for tax. They also need a tool to facilitate the completion of the Fixed Asset Reconciliation, which 

captures the differences between book and tax fixed assets.

 •  Removal costs: Current tax liability is lowered by appropriately deducting current-period expenses related to 

removal costs. Software allows companies to identify events leading to removal costs being recognized and 

either generates the removal costs automatically or produces a completeness report for manual follow-up.

 •  In-service of major equipment: Accelerating in-service will result in higher tax depreciation in earlier periods, 

although it is limited to 50% in the first year. Accurate componentization ensures that separate components are 

put into service at the earliest date available for use. Software-supported savings comparisons based on the 

federal tax saved from asset depreciation versus the cost of assessed property tax allow the financial impact 

of in-service dates to be assessed and defended if reviewed. In Canada, the savings comparison is particularly 

relevant for assets or components of assets that would come into service near the prescribed condition date for 

property tax assessment and for assets or components of assets that would go into service near the fiscal year 

end for the company’s federal and provincial tax return.

 •  Assets under construction: For assets under construction, CCA may be claimed on any progress billings, 

less holdbacks, unless rolling start is elected. Specifically, assets under construction are eligible for CCA 

deduction in the amount of: (a) the construction costs incurred by the taxpayer to that time, including the cost 

to the taxpayer of materials that have been put in place, but not including holdbacks that constitute a conditional 

liability (for example, a holdback which requires that the work be approved by the taxpayer’s architect or 

engineer before payment), or (b) progress billings received by the taxpayer to that time, net of any holdbacks 

that constitute a conditional liability (IT 285R2). Businesses require accurate tracking of holdback amounts 

related to a conditional liability that cannot be included in the UCC pool until the holdback is resolved and 

software simplifies this task.
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 •  Cost componentization: The onus is on the ratepayer for completeness 

and accurate classification of assets in preparation of tax returns. Software 

ensures that such due diligence is performed on a consistent basis and 

that appropriate rates of CCA are claimed based on the classification of 

the assets used to earn income.

 •  Late-notified in-service: Late-notified in-service for tax additions 

depends on whether available-for-use rules are met. If they are met, then 

the cost can be included for CCA calculation even if it is included in work 

in progress (WIP) for financial statements. Tax software is needed that 

facilitates the completion of the Fixed Asset Reconciliation, which captures 

the differences between book and tax fixed assets, allowing late-notified in-service to be included in the tax 

CCA calculation provided they meet available-for-use rules and are sufficiently delineated as separate assets.

 •  Rolling start: Rolling start allows up to a two-year deferral of eligibility for CCA and input tax credits (ITC), 

allowing costs incurred in year-one to be claimed in year-three. Long-term (LT) project election in S 13 (29) 

will continue to defer expenditures until the completion of the project. Knowledge of items eligible for CCA 

depreciation and their inclusion in the Reconciliation of Fixed Assets – Book to Tax is required, even if they are 

not captured as in-service assets in the financial statements. Software that captures the pools of eligible costs 

will simplify this tracking.

 •  Industry-specific accounting: There are accelerated CCA rates for clean energy generation (Class 43.2) for 

qualifying assets acquired before 2020. This includes assets placed in service after March 21, 2011, which 

generate all or substantially all of their energy from waste heat. Generation utilities need software that provides 

for the tracking of a sub-pool of generating assets that qualify for accelerated CCA.

 •  Third-party costs: Mining, oil & gas, and utility companies are often required to construct or fund township 

sites, roads, bridges and the like for local governments as part of larger development proposals. If they 

construct and incur the cost of a structure on land owned by another person, or otherwise incorporate an asset 

into property owned by another as an integral part thereof, and do not have a leasehold interest in or ownership 

of the asset, CCA may be claimed for the property (generally at Class 1 rates) only if acquired after March 

6, 1996. This will be the case where a road providing access to a taxpayer’s plant is built at the taxpayer’s 

expense on land owned by a municipality, or if the taxpayer has been required to construct such assets and 

then turn them over to the local government (IT 285R2). Such third-party costs need to be accurately tracked 

and claimed for CCA deductions in order to ensure that maximum CCA is claimed on asset and asset-like 

expenditures in the given period.
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 •  Architecture and engineering services: Capital expenditures for architectural and engineering services in 

preparing plans and estimates for new plants, or for additions to existing plants or other construction work of a 

capital nature, are not subject to CCA if the work for which the plans and estimates were prepared is not carried 

out. However, these may be eligible for deduction as Eligible Capital Expenditure (ECE) (IT 285R2, IT 143). 

By tracking pre-definition costs, companies can determine whether a portion may qualify for ECE treatment. 

Otherwise, it is an expense. The nature of the costs can be delineated for ease of eligibility analysis.

 •  Calculated value exclusions: For assets with a calculated value, such as machinery and equipment subject to 

property tax in Alberta, companies need to ensure that items included under financial rules such as overtime and 

travel time are properly excluded from the calculated value upon which property tax is calculated. For industries 

such as oil sands production, the excluded value amounts can be substantial.

 •  CCA depreciation eligibility: In certain provinces, businesses need to consider linear property and machinery 

and equipment (M&E) property tax rules to ensure that accelerated CCA does not result in earlier than planned 

property tax liabilities. Having a system that captures items eligible for CCA depreciation simplifies these 

calculations.

 •  Assessment disputes: For assets that are not subject to prescribed costs but rather follow a cost reporting 

guide approach, a system that is capable of providing ready documentary evidence to support property tax 

assessment appeals allows claims to be prepared and defended.

 •  Assessment based on use: Businesses subject to property tax assessment on mine resource production 

equipment can take advantage of downtime allowances, provided appropriate tracking of the equipment’s use 

is maintained, resulting in lower taxes. A system that is capable of providing an accurate tracking of equipment 

use supports the claiming of allowances. 
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Conclusion
Companies that take advantage of the capabilities described in this paper usually benefit in multiple 

respects. Automating capital and tax accounting allows Canadian businesses to focus on optimizing 

financial performance and driving tax savings, rather than the minutia. Software-supported simplified 

bookkeeping that is compliant with accepted accounting standards and regulatory requirements will reduce 

accounting and audit risks, reduce costs and increase productivity.

Select an integrated asset, tax, budget, and project solution that is specifically designed for asset-intensive 

companies in order to achieve the greatest benefit. Consider a solution that will automate the complete 

asset lifecycle, from planning through retirement, to improve cash flow, minimize taxes and manage costs 

at a detailed level, while tightly controlling compliance across multiple jurisdictions.


